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CHAPTER 1

, . SPECULATION exists regarding
a vast ｲ ｾ ｳ ｾ ｲｶｯｩ＠
of magical power said to be hidden
in the dep ths of the Elemental Chaos. Its signs are
･ｶｲｹｷｨ
ｾ ･Ｎ＠ One doesn't have to look hard to understand fQei nergy emanating from the Plane Below,
filteringjnto the other planes through the magic of
ｭｯｲｴｾ
ｾ
ｮ､＠
immortals alike. A fireball spell harnesseS elemental flame, and the evocations of druids
aifdshamans tap into a power even greater than the
primal magic that controls it.
Some sages believe that elemental power encompasses the might that is expressed in every other
magical tradition, from the dread cold of shadow
magic to the unpredictable spells used by chaos sorcerers. Others maintain that elemental power can
be harnessed, shaped, and used as a mystical energy
separate from the other systems of magic. In the end,
both theories might be true.
This chapter explores the fundamentals of elemental power, and includes the following sections.

+

Elemental Magic: A discussion of the nature of
elemental magic, and who can call on its power.

+ Elemental Influence: An overview of how the
Elemental Chaos influences the other planes, particularly the natural world.

+ The Elemental Chaos: A look at the Plane Below,
the font from which all elemental heroes draw
their magic, and some major sites within it.

+

Elemental-Touched Races: Several races and
cultures have been affected by elemental power in
distinctive ways.

+

Gaining Elemental Power: A discussion of the
processes by which characters tap into elemental
power, and a survey of the primordials that can
serve as patrons for such characters.

+ The Primordials: An extensive look at the entities that are the champions of chaos and the
epitome of elemental mastery.

+

Elem ental Power in Your Game: Tips for players and DMs who want to introduce elemental
power into a campaign.
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Into the Maelstro111

Eleinental
Magic
In the beginning was possibility. Untamed energy
roiled and vied in a clashing storm of raw and utter
chaos. Formless substance swelled and shrank in
the emptiness as fountains of energy burst from its
surface. New worlds were born with each passing
moment, then were just as quickly consumed in the
cosmic maelstrom.
Theology records a host of myths regarding the
world's formation. Many temple ceremonies celebrate
the divine victory over the elemental hosts, capturing the desperate struggle of gods and primordials in
the frescoes and paintings adorning their walls and
domes. In the eyes of the faithful, the primordials are
perilous monstrosities best forgotten. The gods ended
their threat and secured the future.
History is written by the victors, however. Attitudes and beliefs regarding the ancient primordial
entities and their failed war against the denizens of
the heavens have been shaped by the gods and their
servants over millennia. The gods point to their victory as proof they were right in their cause, and they
claim that the world is now as it was intended to be.
The primordials have been checked in their desire
to control and shape the planes, and the faithful of
the gods give thanks for a world free of the raging
chaos that once overwhelmed it. However, to say that
the primordials' elemental power is vanquished is to
propagate a dangerous lie.
The primordials are very much alive. Their bodies
are imprisoned- weighed down by chains, sealed
in inescapable vaults, or clouded by sleep. However,
their minds and spirits still endure. They think. They
plot. They hate. And as they do, elemental magic
flows from the primordials and the Elemental Chaos
that is their legacy, spreading insidiously across the
multiverse.

THE NATURE OF
ELEMENTAL MAGIC
Major and minor magical traditions can be found
across the world and the planes. Arcane, divine , and
primal magic are the most ancient and storied of
these traditions, their origins tied to the greatest and
darkest moments the world has ever known. Less well
known but just as powerful, psionic magic waxes and
wanes- a mysterious force protecting the world from
the alien threat of the Far Realm. Shadow magic pollutes the other traditions it touches, demanding the
energy of one's mortal soul as the price for its power.
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Because elemental magic manifests within all
other traditions, it resists easy categorization. In fact,
many theorize that elemental magic does not exist in
its own right, claiming that since it is the product of
so many other systems of magic, it cannot be a source
of magical power in and of itsel£

A Scholarly Debate
The issue of elemental magic as a distinct force in the
cosmos has occupied scholars since antiquity. Most
magical traditions provide ways of wielding elemental energy. Spells and prayers oflightning, thunder,
acid, fire, and cold embody elemental power. No one
denies that such energy exists. What remains a point
of contention is whether elemental energy can be
employed independent of the magical systems used to
harness it.
Proponents on both sides of the issue wrestled
with the cosmological problems posed by elemental
magic, relegating the matter to philosophical debates
over hundreds of years. Then the archmage Mordenkainen became determined to settle the dispute. In
a lecture to his students, the wizard posited that elemental power is, in fact, the root of all magic- and the
underpinning that allows magic to exist in the world.
Elemental power underlies every magical tradition,
and the methods used to wield it segregate magic into
the traditions of the arcane, the divine, the primal,
and more.
Not everyone agreed with Mordenkainen's radical interpretation. Rigby, a high priest and a member
of the Circle ofEight, conceded that some magic
might originate in the Elemental Chaos. However,
he argued that such power could not be the foundation of divine magic. Clearly, the primordials did not
create the gods, even as the gods used their power
apart from the primordials to shape the astral dominions. If divine magic was an exception, then Rigby
believed that Mordenkainen's theory was void.
Mordenkainen, never one to back down from a
debate, countered in a now-famous letter to the priest,
writing, "If the gods are of our reality, then they
cannot logically predate the primordials. There was
no form or substance prior to the primordials' emergence. Therefore, if the gods were not created by the
primordials, they are intruders into this reality from
somewhere beyond. It is my belief that upon entering
this reality, the gods used the raw energy generated
by the Elemental Chaos to establish their immortal
forms. Elemental power is the definitive source for
the creation of magic, and the traditions we see in the
world today are but variations of that single source,
colored by the methods used to access it."
Although the Circle of Eight argued over the
nature and origin of elemental magic, the definitive
voice on the subject came from the renegade wizard
Emirikol the Chaotic. Rejecting Mordenkainen's

V')

theory as naive and Rigby's response as delusional,
Emirikol argued that elemental magic did, in fact,
exist as a separate force in the cosmos. Arcane magic,
divine magic, primal magic, and elemental magic
were discrete forms of energy. The difference was
simply one of scope.
Emirikol believed that most forms of magic have
no meaning outside their users, and that such magical systems depend on their practitioners to give
them context in the cosmos. What is arcane power
without a mage to cast a spell? What is divine
magic absent clerics to channel the gods' power? In
Emirikol's view, elemental power exists apart from its
practitioners. The Elemental Chaos offers the proof.
That plane a place of is raw elemental magic, and the
creatures populating it embody that power.
Emirikol also believed that elemental power is
not discrete, observing that other magical systems
access its underlying energy at all times. A wizard's
cone of cold spell calls forth elemental cold, just as fireball releases a burst of elemental fire. However, these
spells do not use elemental power to drive them,
instead employing an arcane process that shapes
that energy. Such magic does not originate in some
personal connection to elemental power. Emirikol
observed that many spells, disciplines, evocations,
and prayers create or manipulate elemental energy,
even as they retain their tradition's characteristics.
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ELEMENTAL
EXPRESSIONS
As Emirikol realized, practitioners of magic can use
the power of the Plane Below without being aware
they are doing so. Elemental power adopts the characteristics of the magic used to harness it. Elemental
fire called forth by a wizard's spell becomes arcane,
while a tide of elemental earth created by a prayer
becomes divine.
Any power, regardless of its source, harnesses
elemental energy when it deals an elemental damage
type- acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunder. Whether
a wizard casts a fireball or a druid uses flame seed,
any elemental spell, prayer, or evocation gathers the
energy of the Plane Below and releases it into the
world.

Arcane Magic
Many have questioned Corellon's motives for revealing arcane magic to the eladrin. Surely the god of
the fey must have anticipated that the arcane secrets
would spread beyond his favored children. Perhaps
he accepted that risk against the necessity of arming
his people against their enemies. Perhaps he sought
to reduce the primordials' strength by allowing
mortals to siphon off the elemental power that was

A sha'ir brinns forth an air elemental,
takinn the finht to a vrock demon hinh overhead
CHAPTER 1 \ Into the Maelstrom

their lifeblood. Whatever his reasons, arcane magic
is the tradition most strongly connected to elemental energy, and its practitioners are among the most
potent shapers of destructive elemental power.
Elemental energy is a cornerstone of every wizard's arsenal. Few combat spells can equal the
potency and effectiveness of those that draw on
elemental power. In fact, an entire school of magicevocation-allows wizards to control and direct that
power, shaping it into controlled bursts, arcing lightning, and countless other forms.
The potency of arcane elemental power is not
restricted to wizards. Swordmages, warlocks, binders,
hexblades, and even artificers and bards can incorporate elemental energy into their spells. Certain
warlocks forge pacts with bound primordials, accessing the power held within their timeless prisons.
Of all the arcane casters, the sorcerer comes closest to wielding elemental power in its purest state.
Chaos sorcerers (Player's Handbook 2), storm sorcerers
(Arcane Power), and elementalists (described in this
book) learn how to channel elemental power into the
raw arcane fury that fuels their attacks.

Divine Magic
Elemental power is also present in divine magic,
though few practitioners of divine magic openly
acknowledge this connection. After defeating the
primordials, many gods used their victory to add elemental interests to their portfolios. Moradin claimed
earth. Khala (and later the Raven Queen) stole winter's cold, while Melora claimed dominion over the
seas. The gods' power grants their followers a measure of control over these elemental forces, arming
their clerics, paladins, and others with a portion of
the destructive power of the Elemental Chaos.

Primal Magic
The primal spirits absorb and contain the excess
elemental energy that bleeds into the world from
the Elemental Chaos. In doing so, these spirits often
acquire characteristics that make apparent their connection to elemental fire , water, earth, and air. The
nature magic that is the common thread connecting
primal characters allows them to access elemental
power through the spirits with whom they associate.

The legendary breach wardens (see "Cinderheart,"
page 13) blend elemental energy into their evocations
to better staunch the intrusive power of the Elemental Chaos where it boils into the world.
It is said that the primal spirits exhibit their strong
connection to elemental power because the world has
yet to shed the elemental influence of its birth. The
ties between primal magic and elemental power lead
some to suggest that primal magic is elemental magic
in a refined and evolved form. Perhaps the primal
spirits are echoes from the earliest days of creationideas evolved into quasi-real forms, personalities, and
identities who owe their existence to the primordials
whose power gave them form and permanence.

Psionic and Shadow Magic
Even the minor power sources grant access to elemental energy. Psionic characters are freely able to
use the power of the mind to apprehend and shape
elemental energy, as pyrokinetics and mountain devotees demonstrate. Since elemental energy flows into
the world and its inhabitants, some psionic characters
are able to access the elemental power within by targeting it with their thoughts.
Of all the power sources, shadow magic involves
the subtlest manipulation of elemental power. Most
hexes focus on darkness, fear, and undeath. However,
others weave necrotic energy with elemental power
that can destroy both body and soul. Shadow wizards
such as nethermancers and necromancers most often
use elemental magic, though one can find elemental
power in the magic of blackguards, assassins , and
other dark adventurers.

MASTERING
ELEMENTAL MAGIC
Even as other power sources grant access to and
control over elemental magic, the traditions of those
forms of magic distract from the question of whether
elemental power can be mastered in its own right.
Elemental power is widespread and abundant, but
how can one tap into its magic, awakening that power
and controlling it as the primordials once did?

ELEMENTAL VIEWPOINT: EVELENNA, PYROKINETICIST
Those who observe me as I wield my powers naturally assume that I am summoning or controlling fire in some
way. That is, of course, inaccurate. I have no font of elemental energy in my mind. What I do have is the ability
to perceive the latent elemental energies that are locked inside matter. Even the most ordinary rock holds the
memories of the deep fires in which it was born countless ages ago. My training in the psionic arts allows me to
unlock the hidden fire sleeping in the world around me.
I do not create the fire; I simply let it out.
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Emirikol believed it was possible to access elemental magic without an intercessor power source.
After a lifetime spent studying the mysterious energy
welling up from the Elemental Chaos, he concluded
that harnessing elemental power in its purest state
required that one become an elemental creature.
Elemental creatures are the living extensions of the
Plane Below- beings formed wholly of elemental
magic and granted life. Emirikol believed that when
an elemental creature uses elemental magic, it is
in fact drawing that power from itself. The elemental expands its own magical presence to achieve a
desired end, whether a frost titan freezing enemies
in a wintry blast, or fire giants calling up columns of
flame to scorch their foes .

Perils of Elemental Magic
To transform into an elemental creature is a path that
few mortals are willing to tread. Even Emirikol, fascinated as he was by elemental magic, was unwilling to
sacrifice his mortality to access the power he coveted.
Perhaps more than most, he understood the risks of
such a transformation.
The anger of the gods is the greatest danger elemental creatures face . The deities and their servants
have no love for elementals, and many still bear
grudges from the Dawn War. A creature that transforms into an elemental forfeits the gift oflife granted
by the gods, and might be shunned or hated by the
servants of the divine. Such animosity is not absolute,
however. The elemental race of the genasi sometimes
serve the gods as paladins, clerics, and invokers.
Elemental transformation strengthens an individual's ties to the Elemental Chaos, and can also
attract the attention of the powers residing there.
Titans, djinns, and other powerful creatures enslave
lesser elementals, using them as servants and soldiers in their interminable wars. Moreover, the
process of transformation is not something a mortal
can accomplish alone, and often requires outside
assistance. An unscrupulous elemental might offer
the needed power, only to later bind a mortal supplicant as its thrall.
Worse than a lifetime spent enslaved to an elemental master is the demonic corruption that spills
out from the wound at the heart of the Plane Below.
Lodged in the depths of the Abyss is a shard of darkness that burrows into the very fabric of reality,
allowing the realm of the demons to consume more
and more of the Elemental Chaos to feed its insatiable appetite. Elemental creatures caught up in this
ageless feeding are transformed and warped into
demons. However, all elemental creatures are vulnerable to lesser forms of corruption, and ceding one's
mortality reduces a character's natural protection
against it.

THE BASIC ELEMENTS

lll

1-

Z ,
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The Elemental Chaos is a tumultuous storm of
ｾ＠
energy that constantly demolishes and rebuilds itself. UJ \
...J
Though the plane mixes the elements, certain major UJ
forces remain separate from each other by their very u
nature. These forces represent pure and unmixed
lll
<C
elemental air, earth, fire, and water- the so-called
CQ
basic elements, the most fundamental and necessary UJ
substances in the multiverse.
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1-

Air
Elemental air is the dominion of the gusting winds
and the endless blue of the world's skies. Powers associated with this province provide flight, the ability
to call up and manipulate winds, or the wherewithal
to freeze enemies with bitter cold. Characters who
have ties to elemental air are mercurial, whimsical,
and free -spirited. Their emotions swing from mild to
intense with little warning.

Earth
From towering mountains to shifting sands, from
unyielding stone to the loamy earth that fosters life,
elemental earth embodies strength and resilience.
Powers that call on elemental earth can send tremors
through the ground, shelter creatures within stone
and dirt, speed transport through earth or rock, or
bolster one's ability to withstand punishment. Characters connected to elemental earth are thoughtful,
patient, and slow to change their emotions. If roused
to violence, their fury is terrible indeed.

Fire
Fire represents passion, inspiration, fury, and
destruction. Powers drawing on this element create
and manipulate flames, provide insight, and intensify emotions. A wielder of elemental fire might blast
enemies with flame or whip up allies' anger to push
them beyond their limits. Elemental fire inspires its
users to be passionate in all they do. Emotions can
cloud such a character's judgment, leading to rash
action when caution might be the better course.

Water
Just as water flows through and around barriers, so
do those who call on its power evade enemies with
ease. Elemental water also controls the power ofhealing, and its soothing touch can remove injuries and
afflictions. Water is the element of motion, communication, and transformation. Characters who identify
with elemental water adapt well to circumstances,
offering a voice of reason or a call for destruction as
the situation demands.
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Eleinental
Influence
Creation could not have come into being without the
Elemental Chaos and the entities that ruled its endlessly changing landscape. The natural world and the
other planes bear their creators' fmgerprints, and the
denizens of all those planes can still sense the power
that was used to bind untamed substance into its present forms. One hears their voices in the rumbling
earth, in the churning seas, and in the storms that
unleash destruction across the land. The primordialsor at least the echoes of their power- are very much
alive in the world.

RESIDUAL ENERGY
The most widespread influence of the Elemental
Chaos in the natural world is found in the residual
energy left behind from creation, and from the subsequent wars of gods and primordials. The artistry
of creation is evident in the world. Majestic mountains, vast oceans, primeval forests, the blue dome of
the sky- all were made by the primordials, and their
power lingers in their creations.

Residual energy pervades the world, not unlike air.
Most creatures live their lives without ever encountering raw elemental energy. As with air, however, its
effects can be felt even when it is not seen. Magic in
all forms connects to this latent energy and uses it to
produce miraculous events, from healing the dying to
laying waste to whole armies with ice and fire.

ELEMENTAL BEINGS
The primal ban prevents the primordials from taking
a direct hand in the world's events. However, this
ancient pact can do little to stop elemental creatures
oflesser stature from crossing over to the world.
Across all lands, ancient titans lurk under mountains
or in fortresses built atop volcanoes. Elemental lords
rule vast ice castles from which they expel glaciers to
threaten settled lands. Reckless conjurers call forth
elementals, djinns, and other destructive creatures
into the mortal realm. From time to time, an ancient
relic of the Dawn War is unearthed, enabling elemental monsters dormant for millennia to roam once
more. Set free in the world, such creatures unleash
chaos and destruction wherever they go. The most
powerful ainong them might turn their attention to
unraveling the mortal realm, in accordance with the
wishes of their ancient primordial masters.

THE PRIMAL BAN: KEEPING THE WORLD SAFER
The primal ban is the manifestation of an old, deep magic that lies beyond mortal awareness or understanding.
Even the spirits whose existence sustains and reinforces it have little sense of its true nature. The ban is embodied
in the existential barriers that surround the natural world and wall out all other planes. It is graven in every rock,
every breeze, every living mortal creature, and every tiny mote of substance that is part of the natural world. By
means of this deep, ancient warding, beings of other planes-even the mightiest gods and primordials-can be
expelled or hedged out by those with sufficient power and knowledge to do so, because their substance is not of
the mortal world.
The ancient wardings of the primal ban are continually renewed by the world's primal spirits. These mysterious
entities came into existence in the early days of creation, when the gods began to sculpt and bind the raw struc·
ture forged by the primordials and populate it with their own works. A portion of the gods' essence lingered in
everything they touched, imbuing the world and all things in it with souls. During the timeless era of the world's
youth, these souls became aware. Some of these spirits chose sides in the Dawn War, others fought to defend the
places and creatures from which they came, and still others silently healed the world's wounds when the conflict
moved to some other place. As the primal spirits grew older and stronger, the primal ban began to take shape and
grow with them. They became able to protect more and more of the world, hedging out the rampaging primordi·
als and mitigating godly efforts to change the world from its current shape.
Some scholars assert that the primal spirits crafted the ban to guard their newborn world from the ravages
of the Dawn War. Others believe that the laws of the natural world governing seasons, weather, and life that are
ingrained in the primal spirits came to develop an inherent strength of their own that resists the caprices of god
and primordial both.
The primal ban is not absolute, nor is it impervious. The most powerful primordia Is and gods can resist or defy
its effects with great effort. Many lesser elemental powers can do so in places where elemental influence is natu·
rally strong in the world, or when the proper conditions lend them the strength to act. However, the surest way
to circumvent the ban is to work through mortal creatures. The warding does not constrain the acts of creatures
native to the natural world, so mortals who call upon divine aid or elemental energy can bring these forces into
the world much more easily than gods or primordia Is can make their way in from outside.
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Earth that floats in air while water cascades down - elemental influence at its most unnatural

PRIMORDIAL CULTS
Among the greatest threats to the delicate balance
that the primal spirits fight to preserve are the primordial cults_The idea of devoting oneself to a
primordial power is anathema to most of those who
consider themselves right-thinking people. For them,
the gods defeated the primordials in a just and fairly
conducted war, and if they had failed, creation itself
would have been undone.
Primordial cultists see history differently. In their
view, the primordials are more worthy of veneration
than are the gods, who staked their claim on cre ation only after the primordials had finished their
own work. If mortals have anyone to thank for their
lives, it is the ancient elemental powers that fabricated the world.
Most individuals who pledge their lives in service to
a primordial are outcasts, m isfits, and enemies oflight
and goodness. For this reason, primordial cults attract
the worst kind of followers. Criminals, deviants, and
the insane fill their ranks, searching for something
they cannot find in the worship of the gods.
Some people become primordial worship ers to find legitimacy for their own dark desires.
Imix would never condemn a mortal for burning

innocents, just as Ogremoch looks favorably on servants who bury their enemies alive. Other cultists are
drawn to raw elemental power, hoping to attain it by
freeing the primordials from their prisons.
Pressure from religious institutions and widespread intolerance have driven primordial cults
underground. Members keep their loyalties to and
associations with such entities a secret, fearful of
attracting the interest of the authorities. Cults gather
in secret places where they can perform their profane
ceremonies away from suspicious eyes, or remain
hidden in the depths of the wilderness, worshiping at
ancient altars raised before the first humanoid cities
were constructed. Iktha-Lau, Heur-Ket, and Mual-Tar
are common patrons of these groups, and great evil is
done in their names.
Though primordial cults can weaken the social
order and undermine civilization, the greatest threat
they represent is freeing a primordial from its prison.
Such an act would have widespread repercussions.
Eons spent in chains have driven many primordials
mad, reducing them to bestial terrors. Calling such a
being into the natural world-an end that many cults
seek- might shatter the primal ban that protects the
world from extraplanar exploitation. Such an event
could trigger a new Dawn War.
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priests scour the world for the keys needed to free
their master. What gains the cult makes are often
sabotaged by infighting and betrayal. Factions rule
the cult, each seeking to gain dominance over the
others-even if doing so means destroying everything
they work toward.
Compounding these troubles are other powers who
seek to exploit the cult. At various times, Zuggtmoy,
Graz'zt, luz the Evil, and Lolth have all manipulated
the cult into advancing their own agendas.

PLANAR BREACHES
A planar breach is born in an area where the bounds
of reality are tested to the point of breaking. One can
be created by a powerful ritual, the appearance of an
elder evil, or the awakening of a primordial. In addition, certain locations spawn planar breaches on their
own, causing bubbles to form and burst in reality,
spewing the stuff of one plane into another.

THE ELDER
ELEMENTAL EYE

A cultist devoted to the Elder Elemental Eye performs
a r ite that nives her control over a surninn torrent

As dire as primordial cults are, not all seek evil
ends. Certain cults are founded to honor worthy
primordials- entities that either took no part in the
Dawn W ar or fought alongside the gods. From the
perspective of their followers, these primordials are
more worthy of mortal adoration than are the gods
with whom they shared their creation. The primordials are the rightful rulers of the world, usurped by
beings whose lesser power is proven by their inability
to destroy those they defeated.

The Cult of the
Elder Elemental Eye
The danger posed to the world by any other primordial cult pales in com parison to the Cult of the Elder
Elemental Eye. The cult is most often associated with
the princes of elemental evil (page 24), but they are
merely stewards for a vast and unknowable entity.
The Elder Elemental Eye is b elieved to be an ancient
primordial being that was cast out from the Elemental Chaos by its fellow primordials. It works to regain
a foothold in the planes and resume efforts toward
the goal it once sought- the end of all things.
Throughout history, the cult h as threatened civilization by raising armies and dark temples, whose
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Tht\l Elde\lr Elemental Eye does not exlst=or at least
that's what a few unhlnge\ld minds dalm. To them,
the Eye Is nothing but a fabrication creatt\ld by four
powerful princes of elemental evil. The!lr gool In
doing so Is to conceal their true ｭ｡ｳｴｃｾｲＬ＠
the ､ｲ･｡ｃｾ＠
Cholned God. The creotor of the Abyss, the Cholned
God embodies an evil so dork that few mortals
dare utter his name! for felar of Inviting his Insane
attention.
Such theories are often discounted, and with
good reason. No records confirm that the Chained
God ever existed. The! priests of other faiths are
silent regarding this absent deity, and no legitimate
holy books or scriptures mention this dark being.
Yet It Is the absence of proof wherein the Chained
God can be found, hidden between the! words
and Invocations that glorify the powers of light
and good. He Is the shadow that lurks within the
dawn, and the pall across creation that sparked the
war between above and below. He Is the madness
promised to those who durn examine the forbidden
texts bearing his slgll=a rune·etched arrowhead
whose significance has survived despite the silence
of the god himself.
No prayers offered to the Chained God are ever
answer11d. No power flows from this Inscrutable
being. The only hints of his existence ure scattered
In dubious writings unearthed In blasphemous
temples, and preserved by the Insane cabal who call
themselves the Doomdreamers. Does the Chained
God exist? Perhaps. What does this monstrous deity
want? None dare say.

A planar breach builds before it completely forms.
As it threatens to explode, a bulge forms in reality,
causing the area of the breach to distort and assume a
stretched or compacted appearance. A few moments
after the event begins, the bulge explodes outward,
causing a portion of one plane and its inhabitants to
fall into the other plane. The breach and the area all
around it fuse into a bizarre amalgamation of realities, gaining the traits of both planes, and allowing
passage from one plane to the next.
Planar breaches can cause widespread damage
and destruction. (For example, one might expect
catastrophe when an ocean of boiling water pours
into the natural world from the Elemental Chaos.)
Some planar breaches spawn elemental motes,
free-floating chunks of earth, water, or some other
fundamental element, that careen through the skies.
Other planar breaches erase vast sections oflands,
pulling them into some other world.

Cinderheart
Breaches spread devastation in a wide area around
them. However, in a few instances, primal champions
can move fast enough to contain and control a breach,
curbing its destructive power. The fortress known as
Cinderheart is the most famous elemental breach to
threaten the world in modern times. Set against the
slopes of an active volcano, the site sits within a haze
of black clouds and ash that fill the air like a constant
storm. The breach to the Elemental Chaos found
within the volcano's caldera is a conduit to the fires
of creation. The breach's continued quiescence is a
testament to the stalwarts who dwell there, known
among themselves and to others as the wardens of
the breach.
In the aftermath of the fall ofNerath, the druids
and wardens who dwelled in Cinderheart opened
their doors to refugees being hunted by a demonic
host. Thanks to the magma elementals conjured by
the druids' magic, the pursuing gnolls and other
fiends gained no ground against the remote fortress,
and the refugees were given a chance at a new life.
Their descendants make up much of the fortress's
present-day population.
The wards prevent the breach from spreading, but
not even these potent rituals can prevent elemental
energy from contaminating the nearby landscape
and the creatures and spirits populating it. Primal
champions charged with monitoring the ward soon
discover the primal spirits with whom they are allied
acquire many of the traits and characteristics of the
breach. These spirits become wilder, aggressive, and
more dangerous. Many guardians work to cleanse the
affected spirits, but a few manage to find a way to use
their extraordinary qualities for the benefit of Cinderheart and all those who help to hold the breach.

A stalwart of Cinderheart holds the line
asainst anythinn that comes throuyh the breach
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One of the more sedate, even idyiiic, sites in the Elemental Chaos-likely not to remain that way for 1ona

The Eletnental
Chaos
No traveler to the Elemental Chaos could mistake it
for any other plane or world in the infinity of existence. The "ground" might be bare elemental rock,
hardening magma, a smooth sheet of ice or glass, or a
field ofjagged crystals or crumbling ash. Mountains
of stone drift through the air or float on currents of
lightning, while storm clouds collide with sheets of
flame. Not far away, a sheer cliff drops into a bottomless crevasse, or a river of magma cuts across
the landscape. Another island might drift nearby,
perhaps far below or just above-but sometimes on a
collision course. The resulting cataclysm annihilates
both landforms and creates something entirely new.
The substance of the Elemental Chaos is raw
matter, unworked and unrefined. Air fills most
expanses between masses of other elemental material, making the majority of the plane theoretically
hospitable to travelers from the world.
In places, though, the air itself is a hazard-swirling in ceaseless whirlwinds that grasp and never let
go, or flowing as a liquid, cold enough to freeze fire .
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Rock, iron, ice, crystal, and sand provide surfaces
to stand on. Magma, molten metals, and even running flame stream through rivers or pool in great
blazing lakes. Sometimes stone moves like water even
without the heat of magma- an earthflow can carry
away anything built on apparently solid ground.
Water flows in valleys cut in rock, but it can also
course through empty space. It churns in tumultuous seas, floats in clouds of scalding vapor, blows in
storms of snow or hail, or drifts along in the form of
majestic icebergs.
Raw energy defies the constraints of material
form . Sheets of fire dance across the sky, and liquid
flame flows in canals through the City of Brass.
Lightning flashes so constantly that those suitably
protected find it to be solid footing. Thunder rolls like
tidal waves across the expanse of the plane, flowing
about or shattering whatever stands in its path.
All these substances and forces are in constant
motion, subject to collisions, tides, and storms of raw
chaos energy. Within all this instability are islands
(some as large as continents) that enjoy a temporary
reprieve-places where communities thrive and monsters dwell. Here, in these drifting realms, adventures
in the Elemental Chaos typically unfold.

REACHING THE PLANE
The world was formed out of the Elemental Chaos,
and in places it remains close to its origin. In the
crater of an active volcano, at the eye of a mighty
storm, among the churning of an ocean maelstrom,
or from the heart of an ancient glacier, the Elemental
Chaos spills into the world in destructive glory.
Adventurous souls might seek out such a location
to see ifit contains a portal, or might be drawn to
such a site to combat creatures native to the Elemental Chaos that spill into the world. In their efforts to
put a stop to an angry storm titan or a marching army
of fire archons, the characters might pass involuntarily from the natural world to the Elemental Chaos.
The Elemental Chaos is home to a metropolis that
rivals any other in grandeur: the City of Brass, capital
of the efreets. It is a hub for trade across the Elemental Chaos and to worlds beyond. Several permanent
teleportation circles within and just outside the City
of Brass are well-known destinations for the Planar
Portal ritual, making it easily accessible to travelers
seeking an entry point to the Elemental Chaos.
Permanent circles are also located in many of the
githzerai monasteries found in the Elemental Chaos,
and their sigils are catalogued in certain worldly
monasteries. The fortress of the Ninth Bastion (page
16) also has a well-guarded circle. Many tomes of foul
lore concerning demons and the Abyss contain sigil
sequences that can be used in a Planar Portal ritual,
but these sequences more often than not lead to traps,
prisons, or regions of the uppermost Plain of a Thousand Pits that are more than likely fatal.
Travelers who can't find a naturally occurring
portal or the sigil sequence of an existing teleportation circle can use the Elemental Transference ritual
(Manual of the Planes). This method is risky, since the
travelers arrive in a random place and can find it difficult to return.

THE ABYSS
At the deepest point of the Elemental Chaos lies
the realm of demons and their vile works, the place
where evil takes physical form and seethes with its
own baleful energy. As one draws near to the Abyss,
the tides of churning matter found in the Elemental
Chaos take on a different character. Their slow seething grows faster and more violent. Storms gather in
the skies as a great spiraling cataclysm takes shape,
dragging matter into its maw. All but the most reckless travelers turn back at this sight, for beyond lies a
nightmare of destruction and eternal malice.
In the Abyss, the raw potential of the elements
is turned toward its darkest and most corrupt form.
The realms of this plane within a plane are created
in mockery of the mortal world and the dominions
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of the gods. The Abyss consists ofhundreds oflayers,
most in the form of islands of earth adrift in stormfilled skies, inexorably circling toward annihilation in
the region's black heart. Only a few of these terrible
places are commonly known among the people of the <(
mortal realm. The Plain of a Thousand Portals. The
1zu.J
steaming jungles of Abysm. The vast, strand-filled
void known as the Demonweb. The ashen realm of
ｾ＠
u.J
Thanatos, where the demon prince Orcus rules.
....1
Few mortals gain demonic power without becom- u.J
ing the worst sort of villains and monsters. Still, a few
locales within the Abyss are home to living mortals.
Azzagrat, the demesne of the demon lord Graz'zt,
draws bold and wicked merchants from across the
planes, and many demon lords keep mortal captives
and slaves for their amusement.

ｾ＠

ELEMENTAL REALMS
At first examination, the Elemental Chaos appears
to be a magnificent but lifeless wasteland-a realm
of inanimate matter in countless forms. Appearances can be deceiving, however. In the most stable
and hospitable locations on the plane, humanoids
and other creatures of the world make homes of one
sort or another. The Elemental Chaos is raw matter
waiting to be shaped, and an ordinary mortal mind
can impose order on the shifting conditions in the
immediate area. Exceptional mortals-those of great
intelligence, deep resolve, or unusual heritage-can
achieve correspondingly more expansive results.
The ascetic githzerai build islands of stability to
house their monasteries and strongholds in the Elemental Chaos. Ambitious mortals travel here from
the world to forge outposts such as the Ninth Bastion,
establish mining camps and trade towns, or create
secret towers and refuges amid drifting mountains
and radiant seas. Many of the most powerful mortal
wielders of elemental magic are natives of these fantastic realms and retreats.
As spectacular as the fortresses of the githzerai
and the strongholds of mortal wizards might be, they
are nothing compared to the domains of the true
elementals. The Elemental Chaos is home to an endless variety of creatures, many of which have little in
common with mortals and no interest in their concerns. All a xorn knows about the humans it might
encounter in the Elemental Chaos is that cracking
their soft shells yields up delicious gemstones. Other
elemental races, such as efreets, djinns, and frost
giants, strive for power, riches, and influence just as
the people of mortal domains do.
Heroes native to the Elemental Chaos might hail
from any of a thousand cities, realms, or strongholds.
Whether mortal or elemental in nature, they have
come of age in a place very different from the lush,
orderly, and unchanging lands of the mortal realm.
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Though most of the city's inhabitants are efreets
and other elemental creatures, a significant number
of mortals also live in the efreet capital. Uncounted
humans, dwarves, genasi, and other humanoids have
been enslaved over the centuries by efreets and their
minions, and their descendants now make up about
two-thirds of the city's population.

Kaltenheim

The Sultan of Brass, lord of efreets

and ruler of the City of Brass

The City of Brass
The most spectacular of the elemental realms,
the City of Brass is the capital of the mighty efreet
empire-a metropolis built on a basalt island surrounded by a sea of fire. Members of the mortal races
find the city blisteringly hot, but the conditions here
are seldom a threat to survival. Visitors must avoid
places of obvious danger, such as the great canals
filled with flowing fire that crisscross the city's districts and neighborhoods.
As the largest city in the Elemental Chaos, and
perhaps the largest settlement on any plane, the City
of Brass is a nexus for planar travelers. Portals leading to fiery regions throughout the multiverse can
be found here, along with docks for planar dromonds,
great mercantile gates, and caravan yards where the
traders of a hundred realms gather.
Efreets are a cruel and domineering race, grasping
and quick to anger. They are also highly intelligent
and understand the value oflaw and order. The laws
of the city permit efreets to do as they please, even
as they lay down harsh standards for the conduct of
other races.
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The greatest kingdom of the frost giants in the
Elemental Chaos, Kaltenheim is the domain of the
mighty frost titan Thrym. The halls ofThrym's jarls
are scattered across vast plains of snow-covered
tundra, jagged icebound mountains, and frozen seas.
No members of the mortal races live here of their
own free will, but the jarls hold hundreds of mortal
thralls. Frost giants have little skill at creating fine or
delicate craftwork, or at building any but the crudest
structures. Likewise, they have no patience for tending herds or gathering what little food can be found
in Kaltenheim. Instead, they set their slaves to such
menial tasks as these.
Even compared to the efreets, frost giants are
brutal and capricious masters. Still, even a frost giant
understands that a talented crafter is hard to replace,
and some thralls are valued more than others. Few
mortals thrive in Kaltenheim, but some of those
who do come to master the elemental magic of the
frost giants over time. A few of these earn preferential treatment, or find the opportunity to escape and
make their way to more hospitable lands. Mortal
heroes who come of age as thralls of giants are a grim
and hardened lot, survivors of the most heartless captivity imaginable.

The Ninth Bastion
This fortress-city is the realm of the knightly order
known as the Heirs of the Lawbringer. It stands on a
great plinth of rock overlooking a barren stony plain
beneath a sky illuminated by drifting luminous orbs
of metal and stone. Home to some fifteen thousand
people, mostly humans and dwarves, the city is protected by towers and battlements of iron set beneath a
great dome of elemental lightning.
The Ninth Bastion is a prime example of an
elemental realm founded by the mortal races. Few
people have ever attempted such an ambitious task,
and most such domains consist of small towers or
strongholds that house no more than a few hundred
people. The Ninth Bastion is an exception. The Heirs
of the Lawbringer are committed to expanding and
ordering their realm over time, eventually establishing a fertile, stable kingdom in the depths of the
Elemental Chaos. The Bastion has been besieged by
giants, demons, titans, and other elemental powers
since its creation. Eight times, it is said to have fallen
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to its foes and then been regained. Its current incarnation has stood for centuries.
When the Ninth Bastion is not under attack or
imminent threat, its knights and the other heroes of
the city fight to keep lines of communication open
with nearby settlements. The Bastion is scarcely able
to support itself; its survival depends on a steady flow
of supplies from more fertile regions of the plane.
Residents of the Ninth Bastion greet elemental creatures with suspicion and distrust, and are always
on guard against attacks from the denizens of the
Plane Below. However, the residents of the fortress
sometimes permit freed azers to find new lives here,
and efreet merchant princes are given permission to
peddle their wares in the stronghold's markets.

Rheilvalt
A trade city in the network of elemental rivers and
streams known as the Riverweb, Rheilvalt stands
on a small archipelago of rocky islets linked to each
other by arched bridges. Home to several thousand
human and genasi, as well as a number ofhalfling
clans, the city serves as a primary port of call for merchants from across the planes. Rheilvalt's location at
a confluence of mighty rivers provides access to a vast
territory spanning thousands of miles of elemental
water.
Commerce is king in Rheilvalt, and its merchants
roam far across the Elemental Chaos and into the
seas and waterways of the mortal realm. Many Rheilvaltan heroes find their way to the world to seek their
fortunes-some willingly, some through misfortune or
the actions of enemies.

Zerthadlun
The greatest stronghold of the githzerai race, Zerthadlun is a walled city home to more than twenty
thousand people. It stands in the middle of a wide,
dusty plain created and maintained by the ceaseless
meditations of a select group of monks. Most residents ofZerthadlun are githzerai ascetics who share
in the communal life of the city. Although Zerthadlun is larger than Rheilvalt, few mortal travelers seek
it out. The githzerai are unconcerned with amassing
wealth through trade, though they welcome any who
visit their realm in peace.
Many githzerai heroes are natives of the Elemental Chaos and Zerthadlun. The githzerai maintain
smaller strongholds and monasteries across the
plane, but most of these exist to serve Zerthadlun's
needs. Many strongholds are built in fertile regions
to supply the great city with crops that cannot easily
be grown in its local environs. Others serve as watchtowers to protect Zerthadlun's hinterlands against the
raids of slaads or githyanki.

Elel11entalTouched Races
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A connection exists between living creatures and
<r:
cc:
the Elemental Chaos-a bond born at the world's
0
creation. All mortal races thus exhibit an inexorable
attraction to elemental magic, even if only a handful
of the heroes and villains of those races ever learn to
fully master that power.
This section provides an overview of several major
races and how elemental power influences their cultural identity, their legends, and their societies.

DRAGONBORN
Arrogance alone is not why the dragonborn believe
they have dominion over elemental magic. True children oflo, dragonborn harbor the power of fire and
ice, thunder and lightning within them. Their hearts
draw energy from the Elemental Chaos, allowing
them to focus this power as a potent blast of elemental fury. Most dragonborn believe that Io gifted them
with elemental power as a sign of his favor and as a
symbol of his authority over the primordials. Some
sages believe that this act was integral in fomenting
the hatred between the primordials and the gods as
they vied for dominance.
History recognizes Arkhosia as a nation made
mighty through martial and magical achievements.
Dragonborn sorcerers outstripped their rivals when it
came to manipulating elemental energy, using arcane
magic to shape that power in the interminable war
against Bael Turath. Arkhosia's destruction took with
it much of the magical lore regarding the Elemental
Chaos, and the most powerful methods for harnessing the power of the Plane Below have been lost to
legend and myth. Still, the descendants of the oncemighty dragonborn empire sometimes stumble across
the ancient knowledge of their people, discovering
the means to control elemental power as the heroes
of old did.

The Crucible
The dragonborn pride themselves on their legacy-a
history crowded with honorable and noble champions. However, for every bright light, there stands
an opposite shadow. The Crucible's ascent signals
a grim point in dragonborn history, and one that
most do their best to forget. An order of warriors
arising from the ruins and bitter grief of a fallen
empire, the Crucible dedicated its efforts toward
vengeance against the despised tieflings. The masters of the order sought a way to destroy the tiefling
race, erasing it from the world by fully embracing the
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elemental nature that all dragonborn shared. Rather
than controlling this power, the dragonborn lost
themselves in its fury, becoming agents of destruction and chaos.
Throwing off restraint and drawing greater and
greater energy into themselves, the dragonborn of
the Crucible became living portals to the Elemental
Chaos. The power of absolute destruction was theirs
to command, and it was used to scourge the tieflings.
Before their vengeance could be completed, however,
the dragonborn following this path were themselves
destroyed-consumed by the unchecked power they
sought to control.
Rumors persist that some Crucible members
survived by becoming elemental creatures. That
transformation caused them to shed their draconic
characteristics and take on forms unknown to their
race, akin to how catastrophic dragons differ from
chromatic and metallic dragons.

DROW
Their exile from the lands oflight has driven the
dark elves to embrace any means of protecting
themselves against the Underdark's horrors. Most
dark elves living in the enclaves and settlements
scattered throughout the subterranean world offer
fealty to Lolth, since doing otherwise invites retribution from the Demon Queen's most zealous faithful.
When they are not pandering to the priestesses,
though, the bold and unhinged among the dark
elves sometimes serve even darker powers, hoping to
advance their standing and status through secrecy.
Elemental magic is one avenue by which disenfranchised and oppressed drow gain power in the dark
elf realms.
Lolth and her priestesses regard elemental magic
as a threat to their authority. As a result, they hunt
down and destroy anyone suspected of consorting with elemental powers. Foremost among their
enemies are the followers of the mysterious Elder
Elemental Eye, who have at times grown powerful
enough to threaten the priestesses' reign.
Lolth's priestesses make concessions when it
comes to learning elemental magic. They sometimes
encourage males to study sorcery and other arcane
spellcraft in the hope of controlling such magic in
Lolth's name. Those who show talent in arcane magic
are watched and tested for loyalty. Any who falter or
cause suspicion that they are seeking power for their
own ends are quickly made examples o£

House Eilservs
Even with the threat of death looming over anyone
who breaks from Lolth's worship, cultists dedicated
to the Elder Elemental Eye have always infested drow
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society. Most such cults are small, consisting of a few
desperate and deranged castoffs and exiles. Death
squads sweep through the cities, rounding up these
miscreants and executing them with little fanfare.
At times, powerful drow have found strong allies in
these cults, and have used cult magic to advance their
own aims.
House Eilservs ofErelhei-Cinlu had benefited
from Lolth's favor for decades. Using its exalted status
to amass power and influence, the house prepared to
elevate its matriarch Eclavdra to become queen of all
drow. When Eilservs made its move, however, rival
houses rose up in opposition. The priestesses feared
that a strong queen would weaken their authority,
and thus they threw their weight behind the rival
houses to block Eilservs' bid for power.
In response, House Eilservs abandoned its designs
on ruling the drow and instead pledged itself to the
Elder Elemental Eye. While replacing fallen soldiers
with elemental servants, Eclavdra turned her attention to the surface world, where Eilservs planned to
spread its vile religion and establish a new force to
rival the priestesses.
A combination of factors unraveled Eclavdra's
designs. The house's machinations in the surface
world stirred up several giant tribes, driving them
to attack civilization's outposts. In response, adventuring bands stormed the giants' strongholds and
defeated them one by one, eventually discovering
that drow agents were behind the attacks. This in
turn led heroes into the Underdark, where they
fought against the drow and breached the Great
Fane ofLolth. The attack threw Erelhei-Cinlu into
chaos. The other houses turned against Eilservs,
driving its members from the city for years. In the
end, Eclavdra returned to Lolth's service, reestablished her house, and was chosen to become Lolth's
most prized exarch.
Na'Dhaunxutal, Eilservs' current matriarch, has
worked hard to erase the house's sordid history and
remain firmly in Lolth's favor. However, whispered
rumors suggest that the Elder Elemental Eye continues to have an interest in Eilservs. It is said that
certain sons and daughters of the house still perform
forbidden rites and ceremonies to that unknowable
power, continuing the work Eclavdra began.

DWARVES
In the time known by the dwarves as the Age of
Chains, the primordials enslaved the dwarves and
forced them to toil for the giants the primordials had
created. Even in their torment, many dwarves managed to learn the secrets of elemental magic from
their masters. The price that such knowledge exacted
is demonstrated by the azers and the galeb duhrs,
who lost their natural heritage and became elemental
creatures in thrall to their giant lords.
As their legends recount, the dwarves broke their
chains and won their freedom in time. This victory
was achieved in part through their own boldness
and Moradin's divine aid, and also by the use of the
elemental magic that had once enslaved and tortured
them. The dwarves called forth fire to incinerate
their overseers, conjured earth to seal off passages
and cover their retreat, and triggered quakes to
topple the giants' fortresses. These lessons formed a
foundation for an important part of dwarven culture.
Today, those who excel in the arts of elemental magic
are among the most respected in their clans.
Their time as slaves hardened the dwarves, and
many think nothing of venturing into the Elemental
Chaos. Dwarf miners follow mithral veins through
portals to the Plane Below without slowing their
work, whether their tunnels take them into floating earth motes or great rocky bergs adrift on lava
floes. The dwarves fortify these elemental mines
within vast strongholds, building towering walls and
stout turrets strong enough to repel any attack. Conscious of the fate of the azers and the galeb duhrs,
most dwarves do not dwell for long in the Elemental
Chaos, returning to the natural world periodically to
avoid overexposure to the plane's influence.

Forge born
Not every dwarf clan that escaped the giants did
so without incurring scars. Proximity to elemental
power transformed many dwarves, including those
now known as the forge born. Although they were
changed by elemental power, the forge born halted
their transformation soon enough to preserve their
dwarven identity. They now use their gift for elemental power to wage war against the giants, ogres, and
orcs that wronged them so long ago and continue to
do so.
Forgeborn dwarves bear an elemental mark on
their souls. They pride themselves on escaping the
giants, but mourn the kin they left behind. They
regard the fire burning in their hearts as both a boon
for the strength it gives them and a bane for what it
could do to them if they surrender to its influence.
Every forge born dwarf must harness the elemental
power that flows in his or her blood or risk being
transformed into an azer- a fate that all dwarves fear.

A singular focus on avenging the atrocities against
their people helps the forgeborn dwarves control
their elemental heritage. More so than most of
their kin, the forgeborn seek out opportunities to
slay giants and destroy elementals. Facing a titan in
mortal combat is the fate that every forge born dreams
o£ The energy within gives rise to the legendary fury
of their kind. In the thick of battle, when their control
begins to slip, flames might dance across forgeborn
weapons while thunder booms in the cadence of their
battle chants.
A restlessness infects the forge born, and young
warriors often leave their clans to become defenders
of their race. Forgeborn dwarves rarely mingle with
other dwarves, however, believing that their kin lack
their zeal and hatred, and that non-forgeborn pander
too often to the gods who allowed the primordials to
enslave them.

GENASI
The truth of the race's beginning is lost to history,
and as a result genasi have a large number of contradictory creation myths. Many legends claim that
the genasi were once humans who became infused
with elemental power. The most popular and widely
accepted story states that a group of human wizards
called sha'irs worked closely with powerful elemental
beings and eventually became so steeped in elemental power that their children were infused with
it-becoming the first genasi.
Other stories abound. Perhaps the genasi developed from human agents of the primordials who
were twisted by dark elemental energy, or they were
brave champions who stole power from the primordials. Perhaps they were simply trapped in the
Elemental Chaos and absorbed its ambient power.
A number of genasi resent the implication that
they must have grown from human stock. They seek
to distance themselves from humans and establish themselves as a unique race. A popular tale
told in this camp claims that the genasi were the
first humanoids created. The primordials made the
cosmos long before the gods arrived, and as they spun
the raw stuff of existence from the void, their great
generative power gave life to some of it. Thus were the
first elemental creatures born. The primordials soon
became aware of these bits of elemental conglomerate that did not act randomly or naturally. They were
pleased with the results and experimented with creating additional forms oflife. Many of these did not
survive, but djinns, efreets, giants, and genasi are all
results of the primordials' efforts.
The merciless environment and fierce competition with the other offspring of the primordials
weeded out the weakest of the genasi stock, so
that only the cleverest remained. Even though the
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survivors were able to hold their own, their numbers
were few, and as a group they were still no match for
the other new races.
Teetering on the brink of extinction, the genasi
gathered together for one last desperate try at protecting their race: They struck at the primordials.
Most died in this heroic attempt, but a few survived,
coming away with small fragments of their creators'
power. Employing arcane means to harness this
essence, they created the first archon forges. Then,
with armies of elemental soldiers at their disposal,
the genasi carved out domains for themselves and
multiplied, until other servants of the primordials
stole the forges, claiming them as their own creations.
For genasi, elemental magic is less a process of
study and learning than it is an awakening of natural abilities. For this reason, genasi favor elemental
powers reflecting their particular elemental heritage. Firesoul genasi often explore fire magic, while
watersoul genasi choose powers granting control
over water. Primordials and powerful genies sometimes bestow elemental power to genasi who prove
their worth.

HALF-ORCS AND ORCS
The orcs have strong ties to the Elemental Chaos.
They are a wild and wrathful race, driven by a dark
god to commit violence against the civilized world.
With no desire to cultivate, build, or create, orcs are
content to seize and destroy.
The madness and savagery of the orcs flows from
their vicious gods, whose worship infects their race
with chaos and evil. Most orcs follow the mad god
Gruumsh, but the race's religion includes a host of
other entities, from wicked exarchs to primal spirits,
and even the lost primordials. Orcs are superstitious
by nature, and with good reason. They haunt the wild
places- those lands that the civilized races have not
yet conquered, or which they ceded long ago. The old
powers still rule these realms, and one can find altars
here to strange beings of rock and fire, wind and rain.
From these sources, the orcs bolster their dark magic,
calling on the fury of the Elemental Chaos to prepare
the way for their warriors' charge.
As for half-orcs, their human heritage has done
nothing to dilute their connection to elemental
power. They might escape the dread attention of the
one-eyed monster worshiped by their kin, but many
half-orcs retain their people's reverence for both the
primal spirits and the primordials. Such worship
grants them a much-needed outlet for their darker
impulses. As a way to bleed off the anger and rage
that clouds their minds, elemental magic proves
useful to this end.
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A Giant Legacy
Orcs are often lumped in with ogres and the giant
races, thanks to their god's association and alliance
with the primordials. Orcs use the same tongue the
giants speak, hearkening back to common origins
and alliances in a previous age.
This connection extends to half-orcs as well. No
matter how much half-orcs might try to distance
themselves from their savage kin, those brought up
in ore society suffer through horrific lives. For these
wretches to survive, they must turn to sources of
power other than the brute strength of the orcs that
they cannot match. The human cleverness in their
nature makes many half. orcs suited for dabbling in
magic, particularly of the primal variety. However,
rather than harnessing force directly from nature,
half-orcs use primal magic to draw elemental energy
into themselves, emulating the primordials. The best
of these warriors sometimes win prominent positions
within their tribes, and might act as battle leaders or
advisors to chieftains.

Stonechildren
One of the origin stories of the half-orcs stems from
an ancient eladrin myth. It claims that half-orcs arose
from the contest between Corellon and Gruumsh
created from blood spilled when the god of the fe;
put out the dark god's eye. Some dismiss such tales as
fancy, but the half-orcs known as the stonechildren
use this myth as the foundation of their existence.
The stonechildren believe that the first half-orcs
were hated and reviled, shunned by both orcs and
humans because of their mingled blood and strange
aspect. The gods offered no succor to this accidental
race, and thus the half-orcs were driven into the wilderness, forced to fend for themselves. For decades,
they wandered, homeless and persecuted, searching
for a place of their own. Their refusal to surrender
to the elements paid off when they came to True
Stone- the Mountain of the Lode Mother, where the
primordial Sunnis and her earth titan consort Entemoch reigned long before the Dawn War.
Instead of turning them away, the primordial welcomed the refugees into her realm. She made a place
for them in the tunnels below, providing them with
iron for weapons and armor, and giving them shelter
against the raging storms. In exchange, these halforcs worshiped Sunnis as a god, pledging their bodies
and souls to her forever.
Long service to Sunnis transformed these halforcs. Though they share the same traits as others of
their kind, their mixed heritage has all but vanished
behind their elemental facade. Gone is the olive complexion and dark hair typical of half-orcs. In its place,
the stonechildren have craggy features and pale skin
the color of marble. They display an incredible talent

for elemental magic and are among the best in the
world at shaping stone and rock. The stonechildren
do not mingle with other races. However, because
their primordial mistress has been silent over the
long ages since they first settled in the True Stone,
some have emerged to seek their fortunes in the
world beyond their mountain home.

OTHER RACES
Elemental power is the foundation for all magical
traditions, from the arcane spells used by wizards to
the psionic disciplines that monks and battlerninds
master. All races have thus encountered elemental
power in some form or fashion. How the members of
each race regard such power reflects their prevailing
attitudes about magic in general.

Eladrin and Elves
Corellon revealed the secrets of magic to the world,
giving his favored children the knowledge of arcane
power. His teachings enabled the eladrin to call
forth elemental energy to be directed as they saw fit.
Although eladrin magic has long since come to focus
on the school of enchantment and the other traditions of the fey, one can still find elemental roots in
the magic wielded by the eladrin nobility. The bralanis, for example, have power over elemental wind,
while the ghaeles can call forth elemental cold.
When the elves broke from their eladrin kin,
they brought the secrets of arcane magic with them.
Nature magic, however, proved more suited to their
needs, and thus the old traditions fell out of favor.
Still, the magic of the elves evokes elemental power as
they shape and defend their natural environment.

Githzerai
The githzerai fled to the Elemental Chaos to escape
war with their githyanki kin. Desperate to cast aside
the violence bred into them by their former illithid
masters, the githzerai sought freedom from the purpose for which they were created. Though dangerous
and unpredictable, the Elemental Chaos held the
freedom the githzerai sought- the plane's roiling
turmoil reflecting the upheaval in their minds and
hearts. Studying chaos taught the githzerai to master
their rage and achieve a true and lasting peace with
themselves. Githzerai heroes take such mastery to the
next level, seeking to control the chaos around them
just as they control the chaos within.

Gnomes
Gnomes are born with a talent for magic. Most favor
arcane power, tapping into the arts of illusion that
helped free them from their fomorian masters. The

escape from the fomorians saw the gnomes seek
refuge wherever they could find it, from the deep forests in the Feywild to the defiles and chasms of the
most remote mountains. These mou ntain-dwelling
gnomes, sometimes called rock gnomes, applied their
magical talents to communing with the elemental
spirits of their adopted homeland. Rock gnomes have
learned to meld their bodies into stone to conceal
their presence, and to call up elemental servants and
power to protect them from threats.

Goliaths
The goliaths see spirits in all things, from the rocky
mountaintops where they make their homes, to the
trees blanketing the lower slopes, to the clouds that
scour the heavens above them. Many of these are
primal spirits- entities that personifY an aspect of the
natural world. However, the spirits acknowledged by
the goliaths sometimes represent an older power. A
slumbering primordial might lurk beneath a mountain, while wild storm elementals rage atop its high
peaks. Goliaths see no difference between these
elemental presences and the primal spirits of their
homelands, and they are content to make offerings to
any spirits of the land and receive power in exchange.

Halflings
Halfling communities follow the world's roads and
waterways, making elemental magic useful both
for protection and to expedite travel. Halflings who
channel elemental power can coax more speed from
a clan's boats, communicate with kin over long distances, or use the power of water and storm against
their enemies. Although gifted in elemental magic,
halflings guard their lore carefully, always fearing
that the power they master might be used against
them. Within a clan, elders teach the secrets of
elemental power only to the most promising and dedicated candidates.

Humans
Ingenuity is the human race's greatest asset. Cursed
with a short life span, humans must make do with the
years available to them, and they are more than equal
to the challenge. This innate drive and resourcefulness reveals itselfin their advances in the study of
arcane magic, the grand temples they raise to the
gods, and the mighty nation-states they have raised
across the world. It comes as no surprise, then, that
humans as a group have learned more about elemental magic and have delved further into its secrets than
any other race.
Humans can be found in practically any elemental
venue or realm, except for those populated entirely by
some other race, or those whose residents are anathema to humanity.
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Gaining
Ele111ental
Power
The ability to wield elemental magic in its purest
state is exclusive to elemental creatures, which channel the raw energy of the Elemental Chaos through
themselves when they call on that plane's power. A
number of ways exist for adventurers to transform
themselves into elemental creatures, and to thus
begin the process of mastering the power of the
Plane Below.
This section explores the ways your character
might come across elemental power, examines how
you can transform yourself into an elemental creature or attune yourself to elemental energy, and looks
at elemental patrons that might provide your character with the power he or she seeks.

ELEMENTAL EXPOSURE
The boundaries between the planes are not as secure
as many imagine. Portals bridge unimaginable dis tances, allowing instant transport to another reality.
The planes can overlap in places, so that unwary travelers in the world might find themselves stumbling
into the Feywild or Shadowfell without warning.
Planar breaches and reality rips can damage a
plane's integrity, delivering strange monsters and
weird weather to unsuspecting communities. Portals remain common, and more spectacular planar
phenomena might occur only once in a century.
Regardless, these events can and do have lasting consequences to people near them.
Most portals to the Elemental Chaos carry no risk
of transformation. Passing through such a doorway
whisks the character to whatever destination lies on
the other side. However, the magic powering a portal
can break down over time, allowing the destination
to leak through. Decaying portals to the Elemental
Chaos are not sufficient to transform people living
nearby all at once. After a few generations, however,
the children of a settlement in proximity to a malfunctioning portal might develop unusual traits or
become genuine elemental creatures.
The most violent planar phenomena change the
landscape more swiftly. Planar breaches can have
devastating effects. When the Elemental Chaos
breaches the world, the energy of the plane shatters
and transforms the terrain around it in the blink
of an eye. Creatures not killed outright might find
themselves transformed into elemental creatures by
such events.
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A rare few creatures experience transformation
into elemental creatures by acclimating to the Elemental Chaos. Humanoids who migrate to the Plane
Below and remain there find that their minds and
bodies change over time. The natural characteristics
of a mortal creature's race are supplanted by those
common to elemental creatures. Such changes might
be immediate or might take generations to surface.
No one can predict what might happen in the Elemental Chaos.

PRIMORDIAL SHARDS
Primordial shards provide another method for
acquiring elemental power. These strange rocky
growths can appear anywhere, from the depths of the
Underdark to the most windswept mountain peaks.
The origin of these multicolored crystals is a matter
of great debate. Some have claimed they are the
remnants of fallen primordials and other powerful
elemental creatures. Others believe that primordial
shards are crystallized ichor left behind wherever
a primordial's blood stained the ground during the
Dawn War. It could be these shards are nothing more
than remnant energy left over from creation, solidified into their present form . Origins aside, primordial
shards are known to be reservoirs of elemental
energy. Those who find a shard can access its powerand might be transformed by it.
Each primordial shard is associated with a specific elemental essence, or combination of essences,
revealed by its color. Air shards are clear, earth
shards are brown, fire shards are red, and water
shards are blue. Some primordial shards combine
those raw elements, such that fire and earth traits
create a shard linked to magma, while air and fire
combine to create a smoke shard.
Some primordial shards are akin to naturally
occurring magic items, possessing powers that a
wielder can choose to call on. Others offer a different sort of power, holding the ability to bond with a
mortal creature and transform it into an elemental
being in part or in whole. Such shards can bestow a
potent elemental property or power of some kind, but
bonding with a mortal creature usually discharges
the power of the shard. A shard that loses its potency
becomes an ordinary crystal, albeit a valuable one.

ELEMENTAL
SCHOLARSHIP
A character can also embrace elemental power
through research and scholarship. Writings on the
Elemental Chaos vary in quality and availability.
Most are guides to the plane, offering insights into the
creatures dwelling there and unreliable accounts of
locations, societies, and the like. Other writings might
contain potent rituals enabling short-term or permanent transformation, along with the fundamental
methods for manifesting elemental power while in
this state.
The study of elemental power lies outside the
bounds of accepted magical tradition. Major institutions of magical learning take a dim view of such
scholarship, and characters who pursue elemental
power can find themselves ostracized. Many religious
orders enshrine the animosity between their gods
and the primordials by maintaining an open hostility toward characters who pursue elemental power.
The agents of such orders scour the planes for legends
and lore related to mastering and using elemental
magic. A prized manuscript recovered from a shrine
to a primordial could attract the attention of crusading zealots eager to consign the tome-and its
researcher-to purifying fires.
More ominously, elemental magic often leads to
dark changes in those who master it. The attentions
of demons and powerful elemental creatures are
always a threat for those dabbling in banned works,
whose powers and rituals fail to distinguish between
demons and the elementals from which they were
spawned. The most important lore regarding elemental magic comes from the devotees of the Elder
Elemental Eye. This forbidden cult deals with the
so-called princes of elemental evil, who offer power
to tempt those of flawed morality. Many who have
delved into elemental lore have found themselves
enthralled by these dark powers.

ELEMENTAL PATRONS
For most mortals, there can be no greater betrayal
than to pledge service to a primordial. These beings
once sought the world's destruction, emerging from
the Elemental Chaos to lay siege to the mortal realm
and the astral dominions alike. The cosmic struggle
between god and primordial is laid down in sacred
scrolls and annals preserved from ancient times,
guarded by devout and dedicated servants. In those
texts, dire warnings can be found of what will happen
if the primordials break their chains or awaken from
their slumber. Doom. Destruction. Apocalypse.
Yet across the world, gathering in secret cellars
and shrines hidden in the deep wilds, an increasing

number of mortals willingly serve these catastrophic
beings, worshiping them as gods. Despite the actions
of hunters and inquisitors whose purpose it is to
stamp out these cults wherever they are found, the
faithful of the primordials persist in their misguided ..J
beliefs. And as the world decays, sliding deeper into
darkness, more and more people turn from the gods' ｾ＠
z
temples in the hope of seeking a better future.
I.I.J
The reputation for evil and destruction carried
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by the primordials is not always warranted. Cer....J
I.I.J
tainly, wicked powers can be found in their ranks.
Erek-Hus, the King ofTerror, was known for his lust
for destruction. Haemnathuun the Blood Lord committed unspeakable atrocities when the elemental
host invaded the Astral Sea, before the gods cut him
down. But though many primordials craved nothing
more than the utter destruction of the gods and the
unraveling of the world they themselves had forged,
others were too vast or self-absorbed to be concerned
with the Dawn War.
A few primordials fostered life in the world, seeing
the gods as partners in shepherding creation to its
true potential. Then the Dawn War severed the ties
between those powers, making enemies of allies and
casualties of those who stood apart. Since certain
gods proved indiscriminate regarding whom they
named as foes, the good primordials were drawn into
the conflict, swept up in the world-shattering events
that destroyed everything for which they had worked.
Whether good or evil, all primordials faced divine
judgment before being locked away in dark oubliettes, bound in chains, and forgotten.
In noting the primordials' role in creation, one
might argue that they deserve worship more than
the gods who usurped them. Without their efforts,
there would be no mortal realm. No time or history. Nothing but endless chaos. As such, it is easy to
understand why some mortals find themselves turning away from the heavens and searching elsewhere
to place their faith. Too often, though, mortals with
evil beliefs, deviant interests, and other less-admirable qualities turn to the primordials only in search
of the power and chaos that is their legacy. For every
well-intentioned wisdom seeker who communes with
the likes ofSunnis or Ben-hadar, a vile arsonist burns
homes in the name oflmix, even as a foul cultist of
Olhydra drowns the young as sacrifices to that mercurial mistress.
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Serving a Patron
The surest route to accessing elemental magic is to
serve an elemental patron. In this case, service is not
the same as worshiping a deity. The primordials are
distant masters. They have little interest in-or awareness of- the drama unfolding in the world. Some
primordials are too vast to consider the minuscule
specks roaming across the surface of creation. Others
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